Tools to study biofilms and thin plastics

A microscope for probing bacterial biofilms and an instrument to measure the properties of ultrathin plastics have been awarded funding through the Eric and Wendy Schmidt Transformative Technology Fund, which supports projects that are risky yet have great potential.

Victims want to change, not just punish, offenders

A series of experiments conducted by Princeton researchers has found that punishment is only satisfying to victims if the offenders change their attitude as a result of the punishment.

Public interest in climate change unshaken by scandal, but unstirred by science

Overall public interest in climate change has steadily waned, researchers found. Yet, the downturn in public interest does not seem tied to any particular negative publicity such as "climategate." From our research blog, Princeton Journal Watch.

Globalization raises new ethical questions

Our ever-growing connectedness to people around the world has necessitated a closer look at how and why we should help those in need. Eric Gregory, a professor of religion, studies our obligations to strangers in a world accessible through global markets and new media. From our annual magazine, Discovery.